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Abstract
A liquid argon hadronic calorimeter using the \accordion" geometry and the electro-
static transformer readout scheme has been tested at CERN, together with a liquid
argon accordion electromagnetic prototype. The results obtained for pions on the
linearity, the energy resolution and the uniformity of the calorimeter response are
well within the requirements for operation at the LHC.
(Submitted to Nuclear Instruments and Methods)
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1 Introduction
Calorimetry using liquid argon (LAr) as an active medium is a well-proven technique
at present colliders [1, 2]. The intrinsic radiation resistance of this technique makes
a LAr calorimeter a good candidate for a detector at the high luminosity Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). However, operation at LHC requires the development of
fast readout schemes.
The ionization electrons drift time through the liquid gap is rather long (' 450
ns for a 2 mm argon gap) compared to the bunch crossing interval at LHC (25 ns),
but a careful design of the signal collection path [3] should make it possible to detect
the fast rise of the ionization current which contains all the information about the
energy deposited into the liquid.
To this end, a new absorber and electrode geometry (the \accordion " geometry)
has been designed and successfully tested with an electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter
prototype [4]. This new geometry allows to reduce to a minimum the stray capaci-
tances and inductances of electrical connections between sensitive gaps and readout
electronics. It also allows an easy grouping, without cracks, of the accordion gaps
into highly granular towers. In addition, this design is completely  symmetric.
Typical cell capacitances of highly granular EM calorimeters (' 400 pF) are rel-
atively easily matched to the input impedance of preampliers. The charge transfer
time is fast enough ( 10 ns). This is no more true for the much larger cells of
hadronic (HAD) calorimeters where large capacitances (several nanofarads) slow
down the readout and cause large electronics noise. In absence of magnetic eld,
transformers can match the cell to the preamplier input impedance. Increasing the
number of preampliers reading a single calorimeter cell might also solve the di-
culty. Some time ago, a technique known as the ElectroStatic Transformer (EST)
readout scheme [5] has been developed. The gaps of a calorimetric cell are connected
in series rather than in parallel as usual. To rst order, the cell capacitance is the
gap capacitance divided by the number of gaps in series instead of being multiplied
by it. Thus the cell capacitance is much lower and the charge transfer time much
shorter.
This paper describes the construction of a prototype of an hadronic LAr calorime-
ter which uses both the accordion and EST concepts. Simulation results and per-
formances obtained in test beams at CERN are reported.
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2 The Calorimeter Prototype
The calorimeter prototype has been designed as a sector of a large cylindrical barrel
calorimeter for an LHC experiment. Calorimeter cells are projective and the geom-
etry is easily described by the radius R, the rapidity  and the azimuth angle . In
depth, a particle from the \interaction vertex" rst hits at a radius of about 1:3 m
an EM calorimeter, then at larger radii (' 2 m and 2.8 m) two concentric hadronic
modules.
The EM prototype is described in a separate paper [7]. It is built stacking 1.8
mm lead absorbers folded to an accordion shape interleaved by a kapton electrode
and two 1.9 mm LAr gaps. It covers 27
o
of azimuth and a rapidity interval from
0 to 1.1. It is divided into three readout samplings in depth. Each sampling is
composed of fully pointing cells, with a granularity of   = 0:018  0:020 in
the two rst samplings and 0:0360:020 in the third one. The total thickness of the
electromagnetic module is about 1.2 interaction lengths, and the total amount of
material in front of the hadronic prototype, including the cryostat and the inactive
liquid argon, is about 1.5 interaction lengths.
The hadronic part of the calorimeter is built in two separate modules. Each
module has two samplings in depth, 1.2 and 1.6 absorption lengths deep respectively.
Each hadronic module is eight towers wide in  and nine (back sampling) or ten
(front sampling) towers long in . The total weight of the hadronic part is about 12
tons. The sampling fraction for muons is about 4.8%.
2.1 Mechanics of the Hadronic Prototype
The hadronic prototype (gure 1) is made of 9.8 mm thick ground and readout
stainless steel plates interleaved with 3 mm liquid argon gaps. Using a cold proling
technique, the converter plates are given an accordion shape with the folds parallel
to the (ctitious) LHC beam axis. The amplitude of the waves has been chosen
to correspond to the azimuthal size of one hadronic cell. The barrel cylindrical 
symmetry is obtained rotating subsequent plates with respect to the beam axis. In
order to keep the liquid argon gap constant, the folding angle is changing along the
radial (depth) dimension and each fold is given a curved shape (gure 2).
To get a constant amount of absorber (or liquid argon) seen by an incoming
particle, independently of its azimuth, the overlap between accordion plates in the
prototype had to be optimized with a Monte Carlo simulation. For a simulation of
10 GeV electrons and the geometry shown in gure 2, the energy deposited in the
liquid argon is uniform to about 1% when changing the azimuth of the incident
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particle.
In order to get a total thickness of the hadronic part of about 5.6 interaction
lengths while keeping the angles of the folds with respect to the incident particle
direction of the order of 45
o
, the calorimeter is made of two modules in depth. To
avoid doubling the cost of the proling equipment for the prototype, the two modules
were made of the same plates. Thus, only the rst module was exactly projective
in .
After proling, the readout plates were cut along projective  lines and into two
samplings in depth (gure 3) by using a water jet technique, while the ground plates
were kept in one piece. Readout plates were then reassembled, like a jigsaw puzzle.
The 5 mm thick space between two pieces of the puzzle, which was optimized for a
low crosstalk of the electrostatic transformer readout, is lled with glass bre wicks
and epoxy resin.
The readout plates are then covered with a 140 m thick \prepreg" layer, a 75
m thick insulating Kapton layer and a 150 m carbon loaded prepreg resistive
layer. This resistive coating, cut into cells, is connected in the front (rst sampling)
or in the back (second sampling) to two high voltages busses (one for each side of
the plate) running along the edges of the plates by resistive Kapton strips. The
cladding (including the high voltage connection) is glued by polymerization to the
plates by heating at 120
o
C under a 1 atm relative pressure during two hours.
A surface resistivity of ' 300 k
=2 was chosen as a reasonable compromise for
operation at the high luminosity of LHC. It is high enough to protect preampliers
in case of accidental sparking and the voltage drop induced by the ionization current
is low enough to not inuence the charge collection in the gaps.
Before assembly, each plate was tested under a 4 kV high voltage. No problems
were found.
Plates are then assembled by grouping 5 (7) readout plates and 2 ground plates in
the rst (second) module. The gaps are obtained by 3 mm thick insulating spacers.
Six (resp. eight) liquid argon gaps are grouped to form projective towers in , the
 granularity being obtained by the cutting of the readout plates. The tower size is
  = 0:045  0:05.
In the front and in the back of each module, a 1mm thin stainless steel foil
(\bubble shield") connects all ground plates together and closes the sensitive volume
(g. 2). This foil supports all preampliers and calibration circuits.
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2.2 Implementation of the EST Readout Scheme
As shown in gure 2, a calorimeter cell is enclosed between two ground plates and
contains an odd number of readout plates. The structure is symmetric respective
to the central plate which sums the signal coming from both sides. A 4 cm long, 1
cm wide copper clad Kapton strip connects the stainless steel of the central readout
plate to the preamplier input. The other readout plates only capacitively transfer
the signal to the central one without any special connection. The signal return
path, through the \bubble shield" and the ground plates, is very short and presents
a negligible inductance.
The high voltage distribution (gure 4) ensures that the electric eld points in
the same direction for all gaps on one side of the central electrode and in the reverse
direction on the other side. On each side of the central electrode, gaps are connected
in series; the two sides are in parallel. The number of gaps in series (EST ratio) is
3 in the rst two samplings and 4 in the last two.
A crosstalk capacitance exists between adjacent tiles (in the eta direction) of a
same absorber plate and limits the performance of the EST structure. The crosstalk
between two tiles of a same module adjacent in depth is much smaller because of the
smaller common area and the slightly bigger gaps between the tiles. The crosstalk
capacitances increase the cell capacitance, which is no longer the gap capacitance
divided by the EST ratio and multiplied by the number of gaps in parallel. Typical
values for the prototype, as obtained from the simulation described below, are given
in table 1. The eect of these crosstalk capacitances are discussed in section 3 below.
2.3 Readout Electronics
The 304 calorimeter cells are read out by GaAs MESFETs hybrid charge pream-
pliers located in the cold very close to the cells. The feedback network is made
of an 8.2 pF capacitance in parallel with a 330 k
 resistor. With such a feedback
capacitance value, the input resistance of the preamplier is 30 
 and its input
capacitance is 60 pF. The equivalent noise charge (ENC) at a 100 ns peaking time
response to a delta pulse is ENC = 600 e + 10 e/pF. The power dissipation is 54
mW per channel [6].
Cables (50 
) bring the signals outside of the cryostat to CR2RC3 shapers. Sim-
ulation of the pile-up noise expected at the LHC luminosity in the hadronic modules
led to choose the shaper time constants such that a current impulse produces a sig-
nal with a maximum after 90 ns. For this value, the quadratic sum of the pileup
and electronics noises is minimum and the maximum of the triangle signal from the
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calorimeter is at about 180 ns. This peak value is digitized with a 12 bit ADC and
gives the energy measurement.
Precision resistors (50 k
) located close to the cells are used to inject exponential
calibration current pulses [7].
3 Simulation
A Monte Carlo simulation of the calorimeter reproducing the experimental setup
has been performed with GEANT 3.159 [11]. In the simulation, the EM part of the
calorimeter was described by parallel plates with thicknesses multiplied by a factor
p
2 whereas the hadronic calorimeter is fully described with accordion-shaped plates.
The showering process was followed down to a cut-o energy of 500 KeV since no
improvement on the energy resolution has been observed by going to 100 KeV. Both
GHEISHA and FLUKA hadronic shower packages were used. When comparing
simulation results with test beam data, incoherent and coherent noises, as measured
on random trigger events in the data, have been added. The beam spread is also
simulated.
In order to evaluate the EST crosstalk eect on the energy measurement, a
simulation of the EST readout has been performed and implemented in some of the
GEANT simulations and is described below. The eects of the non uniform electric
eld and larger drift time in the corners of the accordion folds were not simulated.
3.1 Charge Delocalization due to EST Crosstalk Eect
The mechanical design, with ground plates in between cells of dierent azimuth,
guarantees that there is no crosstalk in the  direction. However, in , two tiles
of the same plate are capacitively coupled as discussed in 2.2 above. Thus, the
electric circuit in gure 5 is used to represent half a calorimeter cell with N gaps of
capacitance C. The N gaps are connected in series (as required by the EST readout
scheme) and the current of each gap is summed at the input port of a common charge
amplier. To the same circuit, an additional capacitive coupling c was introduced
feeding signal to adjacent gaps in order to simulate the crosstalk induced by the
EST readout scheme. Since the EST crosstalk is expected to have negligible eects
on cells which are not directly adjacent to the central one, only three cells have been
considered : the central one and the two adjacent cells in , lumped into one larger
capacitance tower.
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The analysis of this model when current impulses are applied to a cell gap reveals
the main features of the EST readout [8] :
 The time constant describing signal collection is RC=N , much faster than with
N gaps connected in parallel (RC N).
 When the same current is applied to all gaps, the EST structure introduces no
additional crosstalk as no net charge accumulates on the transfer electrodes.
 A crosstalk signal appears when gap currents are unbalanced. This signal
can be positive or negative. However summing over the main cell and its
neighbours, crosstalk signals cancel out and the amplitude of the signal without
crosstalk is recovered. Energy is not lost but only \delocalized". Normalized
weights can thus be dened to describe signal sharing between adjacent cells.
Then, to take into account the triangle shape of the input currents (the drift time
was taken as 700 ns corresponding to the 3 mmargon gap) and the subsequent stages
of pre amplication and shaping, a full SPICE simulation of the signal collection was
performed [9]. Figure 6 shows simulated signals when all gaps are pulsed uniformly.
At measurement time, the crosstalk is small (' 1%). It can be much larger (' 40%)
when only one gap is pulsed (gure 7).
Table 2 gives the fraction of signal seen by the central cell (P
C
) and its two
neighbours in  (P
A
) when a current is injected in one of the gaps of the central cell.
3.2 EST Inuence on Signals from Hadronic Showers
The GHEISHA and FLUKA hadronic shower packages were used together with
GEANT to generate two samples of 500 events corresponding to 100 GeV charged
pions hitting the calorimeter prototype at dierent places in its central region. The
beam spot was about one EM cell wide.
For each sample, the measurement of the energy deposited in the hadronic
calorimeter cells by pions was evaluated with and without the EST crosstalk ef-
fect. Without the EST eect, the energy deposited by a pion in a hadronic cell is
just the sum of the energies measured in each gap of this cell.
When the EST crosstalk eect is taken into account, the energy measured de-
pends not only on the energies collected in each gap of the cell, but also on the
energies collected by the gaps of neighbouring cells in , according to the weights
given in table 2.
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Since the EST crosstalk is expected to have no eect in , one of the most sensi-
tive quantities is the transverse prole in the  direction. Figure 8 shows this prole
in the rst hadronic sampling with and without EST for the GEANT-GHEISHA
simulation. The EST eect is negligible. The same conclusion holds for the GEANT-
FLUKA simulation. This indicates that, with the cell size of the prototype and the
accordion geometry, the energy deposition in an hadronic shower is uniform over
one cell.
The eect of the EST readout on the energy resolution has also been measured
and will be described below.
4 Test Beam Results
4.1 Test Beam Layout
The test calorimeter has been exposed to beams of muons, electrons and charged
pions of energies ranging from 20 to 400 GeV at the CERN H8 beam facility. The
beam line was instrumented with :
 a converter made of 3 X
0
of lead located far upstream, in front of a bending
magnet. This converter, used during pion exposure, removes most of the
electrons.
 two trigger counters (2:5  2:5 cm
2
.)
 three delay line wire chambers to measure the incoming particle position and
direction.
 a \preshower" made of a 1 X
0
lead sheet in front of a scintillator counter to
reject the remaining electron contamination.
The hadronic prototype was placed behind the EM accordion prototype, in the
same cryostat. The cryostat was mounted on a support allowing rotations in  and
 with respect to the ctitious LHC interaction point. This was used to scan the
front surface of the calorimeter.
For the pion and the muon data analyses, cuts on the time information from the
wire chambers were performed to remove events with two particles or events with
an early shower. Particles far from the nominal beam position were also removed.
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4.2 Noise Measurement and Muon Data Analysis
The noise has been measured by looking at the energy seen in regions of various sizes
in random trigger events. The noise is the quadratic sum of random and coherent
noises. Typical random noise values are between 50 and 90 MeV per cell. Most of
the coherent noise was traced to a faulty high voltage supply. Its value ranges from
4 to 13 MeV per cell.
In order to study the response of the calorimeter to muons, a precise alignment
of the beam chambers and the calorimeters was performed by using electron and
pion data. Muon events were selected from a 180 GeV tertiary beam by requiring
no more than 10 GeV energy deposited in the calorimeters.
Because of the accordion shape of the calorimeter, two towers in  were consid-
ered to measure the muon energy deposition. Using the track reconstructed from the
beam chambers, a ducial volume within these two towers was dened and muons
not in this volume were rejected. The electronic noise was measured for the same
group of cells using random trigger events.
Figure 9 shows the energy deposited in the rst sampling of the hadronic calorime-
ter for muons and the energy computed for random trigger events. To dene the
energy scale, the calibration factors for high energy densities, obtained by the weight-
ing method described in the next section, were used. Figure 10 shows the muon
signal for the full hadronic calorimeter. The signal over noise ratio is 6.3 for the rst
sampling of the hadronic calorimeter and 7.9 when the full calorimeter is used.
The energy scale for the Monte Carlo simulation has been adjusted so that the
peak position in the full hadronic calorimeter is the same as in the data. Figures 9
and 10 show that the shape and the tail of the energy distributions are well repro-
duced by the simulation.
4.3 Pion Data Analysis
4.3.1 Hadronic Shower Proles and Energy Leakage
The study of the shower sizes is interesting to get an idea of lateral and longitudi-
nal leakages in the size-limited hadronic prototype and to check whether the EST
readout induces any widening of the apparent transverse size in the data.
Figure 11 shows the  transverse prole, in the rst hadronic sampling, for 100
GeV pions in the data and for the GEANT-GHEISHA simulation. The prole from
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GEANT-GHEISHA is slightly narrower than the data whereas the prole from the
GEANT-FLUKA simulation is slightly wider. There is no evidence of any large
widening of the shower size in the data due to the EST. Because of the accordion
shape of the absorbers, the energy prole in the  direction is less sensitive to
small dierences between the simulations or between the simulations and the data.
Figure 12 show that GEANT-GHEISHA is in correct agreement with the data in the
 direction, and so is GEANT-FLUKA. The simulation predicts a lateral leakage of
about 1% in the  direction.
Figure 13 shows the fraction of the measured energy in each of the four hadronic
samplings for 400 GeV pions interacting in the rst hadronic sampling. These events
have been selected by cuts on the energy measured in the EM calorimeter and in
the rst hadronic module. The agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo
simulations gives reasonable condence in the measurement of longitudinal leakage
behind the calorimeter with the simulation. Table 3 summarizes the lateral and
longitudinal leakages in the Monte Carlo simulation. At 400 GeV, more than 4%
of the energy is lost behind the 7 interaction lengths thick calorimeter. The energy
lost by leakage can be recovered, on average, by the energy reconstruction described
below, but uctuations in the leakage will contribute to the constant term in the
energy resolution.
4.3.2 Energy Reconstruction
It is now well established that a lead-iron-LAr calorimeter is non compensating, i.e.
the signals from electrons are on average higher than those from pions of the same
energy. In RD3, the ratio c

EM
=c
e
EM
of the calibration constants of the EM part of the
calorimeter for pions and electrons when the total energy is dened as
~
E = c
EM
E
EM
+
c
HAD
E
HAD
was found to vary from 1.4 at 20 GeV to 1.1 at 400 GeV. However, as
successfully shown by the H1 collaboration [2], the high granularity of the calorimeter
helps to distinguish electromagnetic and purely hadronic shower components and to
reconstruct the hadronic energies by applying weighting functions.
The study of energy reconstruction is done using data samples of several thousand
events each, on eight beam energies (20, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400 GeV) and
several Monte Carlo data samples using both GHEISHA and FLUKA packages. The
data were taken in the centre of the calorimeter and the simulation was performed
at the same point.
The measurement of a shower energy is performed in an area of 11  11 cells in
the EM module and 77 cells in the hadronic modules, around the beam direction.
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, only cells with absolute signals greater
than 1.3 times their measured electronics noise (RMS) value are used. This cut
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removes 80% of empty cells and keeps in average, according to the simulation, 96%
of the signal energy for 100 GeV pions. The cut is done on the absolute value of the
signal to ensure that the average energy of random trigger events and the average
energy of empty cells in pion events are kept at zero.
The cell energy density  = (cell energy) / (cell volume), where \cell volume" is
the volume divided by the volume of the smallest cell, is used to distinguish between
mainly EM energy deposition and mainly hadronic ones. Figure 14 shows the distri-
bution of this variable in the hadronic part of the calorimeter. Negative values are
due to electronics noise. Simulations have shown that the EST contribution to those
negative values is small. High energy density values are due to 
0
's produced during
hadronic interactions. Indeed, the eective radiation length of the calorimeter ('
24 mm) is much shorter than the eective interaction length (' 220 mm), and so

0
's deposit most of their energy in a single hadronic cell.
As the intrinsic e=h ratio is greater than one, uctuations in the electromagnetic
share in the total shower energy worsen the energy resolution and cause a nonlinear
calorimeter response. These eects are partly corrected for by using weights which
depend on the cell energy densities. We use two weighting functions, one for the
EM part and one for the HAD part of the calorimeter, as the structure of these two
parts is very dierent. They are :
w
EM
(; ) = (1  e
 jj=e
1
)  (e
2
 e
 jj=e
3
+ e
4
) (1)
w
HAD
(; ) = (1   e
 jj=h
1
)  (h
2
 e
 jj=h
3
+ h
4
) (2)
where  = (e
1
; e
2
; e
3
; e
4
; h
1
; h
2
; h
3
; h
4
) is the vector of function parameters. In ref-
erence [10] a study with discrete weights was also done and results obtained justify
the shape of the weighting functions used in this analysis. At high energy density,
weights approach the calibration factor for electromagnetic showers (e
4
, h
4
). They
rise for lower  values to compensate for the invisible energy in the purely hadronic
component of the shower, which dominates this region of low energy density. The
contribution of cells with very small signals is suppressed by the weighting functions
which go to zero. Indeed, these cells mainly add noise.
The particle energy is estimated as :
~
E =
3
X
k=1
c
k
X
j(EM)
k
w
EM
(; j
j
j)  E
j
+
7
X
k=4
c
k
X
j(HAD)
k
w
HAD
(; j
j
j)  E
j
(3)
The parameters  and calibration factors c
k
are determined by minimization of
the following functional:
1
N
EVT
N
EVT
X
i=1
(
~
E
i
  E
BEAM
)
2
= min: (4)
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where E
BEAM
is the known beam energy, N
EVT
is the number of events. This
minimization method introduces a small negative bias [12] which is corrected for, at
each beam energy, by multiplying the factors e
2
, e
4
, h
2
and h
4
by E
BEAM
= <
~
E >,
where <
~
E > is the gaussian tted average energy.
After this rescaling, the calibration factors c
1
; : : : ; c
6
are stable with beam energy
and therefore they have been xed. Factor c
7
rises by about 30% from 20 GeV to
400 GeV. This is understood as a way to compensate for leakage at the back of the
calorimeter.
Parameters of the weighting functions e
1
; : : : ; e
4
, h
1
; : : : ; h
4
also depend on beam
energy (Fig. 15). However, this dependence is rather smooth and easily parame-
terized by linear or exponential functions. In accordance to its interpretation as
calibration factor for electromagnetic showers, the parameter h
4
(as well as e
4
) is
almost energy independent. Figure 16 shows the evolution of the hadronic weight-
ing function from 30 to 300 GeV. We see that the weighting function goes to the
limiting value (h
4
) slower and slower as the beam energy rises, which means that the
average electromagnetic energy density of a hadronic shower rises with energy. The
noise-reducing parameters e
1
and h
1
are small (and positive) as most of the empty
cells are already excluded by the noise cut mentioned before.
The energy reconstruction is done in the following manner. A rst estimate of
the energy is computed as the sum of signals over the calorimeter cells and is used to
calculate the weighting parameters. A new weighted energy is then estimated and
the procedure is iterated four times, no improvement being seen with more than
four iterations.
The same minimization was performed on the Monte Carlo simulated events,
and the weights obtained were found in agreement with the data.
4.3.3 Energy Response and Resolution
To estimate the calorimeter performance on energy measurement using the method
above, another set of events, not used to measure the weighting functions, was
processed with the algorithm just described.
Figure 17 shows the reconstructed energy distribution for 100 GeV pions, in
data and in the GHEISHA Monte Carlo simulation. The energy resolution is 6.5
GeV. The small tail of low energy events is mainly due to non complete shower
containment. Simulation and data are in good agreement.
Figure 18 shows the dierence between the average reconstructed energy and the
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nominal beam energy as a function of beam energy. The calorimeter is calibrated
to better than 1% RMS over the full energy range 20 GeV - 400 GeV.
As the calorimeter response is linear and nearly gaussian (after weighting), its
resolution is dened as the standard deviation of a gaussian tted to the recon-
structed energy distribution divided by its mean value.
The energy resolution as a function of the beam energy is shown in gure 19 for
the data and the GHEISHA and FLUKA simulations. The resolution of the data is
well tted by:
=E =
(51:6  2:6)%
p
E
 (3:3 0:1)%
2:5 0:1
E
(E in GeV)
The tted \noise" term (2.5 GeV) is in agreement with the quadratic sum of the
electronic noise (1.8 GeV) and the RMS energy loss (1.5 GeV) due to the 1.3 sigma
cut. As discussed above, part of the electronic noise was due to a faulty high voltage
supply. With this problem cured, the electronic noise would be 1.3 GeV and the
1/E term would become 2 GeV/E. Simulation and further analysis of the data show
that a signicant fraction of the constant term comes from longitudinal leakage.
The eect of the EST on the resolution is small. In the GEANT-GHEISHA
simulation, the resolution is (7.0  0.2 )% at 100 GeV if currents from all the
gaps are just summed up, and (7.4  0.2)% if EST readout scheme and all mutual
capacitances are invoked.
The weighting procedure is quite eective in improving the energy resolution:
if, rather than the weighting procedure, only two calibration constants are used
(one for the electromagnetic calorimeter and one for the hadronic calorimeter), the
resolution is 12.2% instead of 6.5%, at 100 GeV in the data.
Figure 19 also shows the expected resolution from Monte Carlo simulations.
Although both GHEISHA and FLUKA are in reasonable agreement with the data
for the shower proles, FLUKA predicts a resolution better, by 10 to 20%, than the
resolution obtained in the data, for energies below 200 GeV.
4.3.4 Uniformity
Since azimuthal and rapidity coverage of the test calorimeter are just enough for a
good pion measurement when the beam is directed to the middle of the calorimeter,
there is little room for a uniformity scan. Nevertheless, such a scan was made by
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moving the beam along the  direction over 4 middle cells of the hadronic calorimeter
in 5 ne steps. The scan line is one hadronic cell away in azimuth from the position
of the energy scan discussed above. Figure 20 shows the result of the scan with 200
GeV pions. The abscissa of this graph is expressed in electromagnetic cell numbers.
Despite the reconstruction is done with the weights previously determined during
the energy scan at another position, the homogenity is very good ( 1%).
4.3.5 High Voltage Dependence
The operating high voltage was 2 kV for the e.m. module and 3 kV for the two
hadronic ones i.e. a drift eld of ' 10 kV/cm. The calorimeter was also tested at
lower high voltage. At 2000 V on all hadronic modules, the signal drops by 15%,
but, after calibration, the energy resolution is recovered.
5 Conclusion
A liquid argon hadronic calorimeter prototype using the accordion geometry for the
converter plates and the electrostatic transformer readout scheme has been built
and tested, together with a liquid argon accordion electromagnetic prototype.
The electrostatic transformer readout, which is used to match the calorimeter cell
capacitance to the input impedance of the preampliers and allows a fast readout,
is not expected to degrade the performance of the calorimeter. No eect is seen in
the data.
As the e/ ratio is greater than one, a weighting procedure is used to measure
the energy of pions. Weights are determined from measured quantities only. A
signicant improvement is obtained with the weighting procedure rather than a
simple calibration. For beam energies between 20 and 400 GeV, the energy resolution
for pions is:
=E =
(51:6  2:6)%
p
E
 (3:3 0:1)%
2:5 0:1
E
(E in GeV)
Performances on linearity and uniformity are also well within requirements for
operation at a high luminosity high energy collider.
The resolution measured in the data is in agreement with a GEANTMonte Carlo
16
simulation using the GHEISHA hadronic shower package, whereas the GEANT-
FLUKA simulation predicts a resolution 10 to 20% better.
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Sampling # EST cell gap crosstalk
ratio capacitance capacitance capacitance
(pF) (pF) (pF)
1 3 148 131 40
2 3 229 205 60
3 4 157 182 40
4 4 236 274 60
Table 1: Typical cell, gap and crosstalk capacitances values (pF).
rst module second module
gap of central left/right central left/right
injection cell (P
C
) cells (P
A
) cell (P
C
) cells (P
A
)
1 0.596 0.202 0.522 0.239
2 0.832 0.084 0.648 0.176
3 1.532 -0.266 0.989 0.006
4 - - 1.782 -0.391
Table 2: Fraction of signal seen in each cell when energy is injected in one gap of
the central cell. Gap 1 is near the ground plate and gap 3 (in module 1) or 4 (in
module 2) is near the readout plate.
leakage (GeV)
E
beam
(GeV) longitudinal lateral
<> RMS <> RMS
20 0.28 1.5 0.25 0.22
100 2.2 5.3 1.1 0.62
200 7.1 15.1 2.0 0.87
400 17.1 34.5 4.0 1.58
Table 3: Longitudinal and lateral leakages in the GEANT-GHEISHA Monte Carlo
simulation.
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Figure 1: The hadronic calorimeter prototype is built from two independent mod-
ules. Each module has two samplings in depth with readout electronics located on
the front and back faces. Clearly visible on this picture are the \accordion" shaped
absorbers and the eight row of cells in the azimuth.
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Figure 2: R- view of two calorimeter cells from module 1 showing the two ground
plates at the outside, the transfer plates and the central readout plate connected to
preampliers located on the \bubble shields".
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Figure 3: R- view of calorimeter cells showing the calorimeter depth segmentation
and  granularity.
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Figure 4: Schematic of an EST cell with a transformer ratio 3. The high voltage
distribution ensures that the signal is collected on the central readout electrode.
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Figure 5: Electrical circuit showing a half-cell with its gaps and its readout pream-
plier. This central cell is connected through crosstalk capacitances to neigbouring
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Figure 6: Simulated central tower signal and crosstalk signal in one of the adjacent
cell when all gaps see the same energy deposition. Note the change of scale between
the two pulses.
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Figure 7: Simulated central tower signal and crosstalk signal in one of the adjacent
cell when energy is only deposited in the gap shown. Note the change of scale
between the two pulses.
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Figure 8: Transverse energy distribution in the  direction for 100 GeV pions in the
GEANT-GHEISHA simulation with and without EST crosstalk.
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Figure 9: Energy distribution in the rst sampling of the hadronic calorimeter for
muons and for random trigger events.
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Figure 10: Energy distribution in the hadronic calorimeter over the four samplings
in depth for muons and for random trigger events.
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Figure 11: Transverse energy distribution in the  direction for 100 GeV pions.
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Figure 12: Transverse energy distribution in the  direction for 100 GeV pions.
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Figure 13: Longitudinal prole for 400 GeV pions interacting in the rst hadronic
sampling.
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Figure 14: Distribution of the cell energy density  for 100 GeV pions.
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Figure 15: Parameters of the weighting function w
h
as a function of beam energy.
h1 and h3 are in GeV.
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Figure 16: Weighting function w
HAD
(; ) in hadronic modules for several beam
energies.
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Figure 17: Distribution of the reconstructed energy for 100 GeV pions. The his-
togram represents the data, dots are the GEANT-GHEISHAMonte Carlo simulation
results.
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Figure 18: Relative dierence between reconstructed energy and beam energy (pion
data).
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Figure 19: Energy resolution as a function of the beam energy (calibration + weight-
ing).
Error bars are 3 standard deviation errors. An additional error obtained by varying
the noise value within its error has been added to the 20 GeV Monte Carlo points.
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Figure 20: Uniformity of the calorimeter response as a function of impact point
position.
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